Chassis Parts

Transmission Mount Adapter Plates: There is no better transmission insulator than the tried and true Chevy mount. The Chevy design size and availability are a natural in hot rod applications. These CNC machined adapter plates bolt up perfectly to Ford and Mopar transmissions making trans swaps a breeze especially where every bit of available space is crucial. Besides, Ford and Mopar mounts are just plain difficult to deal with.
(A) #001-66201 Ford C-4 transmission adapter: $39.95 ea.
(B) #001-66202 Ford C-6 transmission adapter: $39.95 ea.
(C) #001-66203 Chrysler 727 transmission adapter: $39.95 ea.

Steel Motor Mounts: SO-CAL carries a variety of weld-on motor mounts.
(A) #001-60610 32 Chevy S/B mounts: $64.99 pr.
(B) #001-60655 Model A Chevy S/B mounts: $64.99 pr.
(C) #001-60642 32 Ford S/B mounts: $64.99 pr.

Motor Mounts

Small Block Chevy S/S Motor Mounts: Even though this pair of motor mounts is designed to accommodate a small block Chevy into a '32 and '33/34 Ford chassis, we use them as universal mounts for almost anything including mid-50's shoe box cars. They are investment cast 17-4 S/S and come with trim-to-fit weld on frame mounting tabs.
#001-62802 Motor mount Chevy S/S pol.: $249.95 pr.

Ford Aluminum Motor Mounts: This pair of mounts accommodates both Windsor and Cleveland engines for '32 and '33/34 Ford chassis. They are CNC machined from 6061 Aluminum alloy and come with trim-to-fit weld on frame mounting tabs.
#001-62803 Motor mount Ford aluminum pol.: $194.95 pr.

Small Block Chevy Aluminum Motor Mounts: This pair of mounts is designed to accommodate a small block Chevy into a '32 and '33/34 Ford chassis. They are CNC machined from 6061 Aluminum alloy and come with trim-to-fit weld on frame mounting tabs.
#001-62801 Motor mount Chevy aluminum pol.: $194.95 pr.

Motor Mount Safety Strap: If you've ever had a motor mount let go, you'd recognize the beauty of this little safety item. With cheap mounts on the market we see a constant need. It wraps around the engine mount brackets and keeps things in place when those early-style mounts fail—it's good insurance.
#001-71003 Motor mount safety strap: $19.95 ea.